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Abstract
Introduction: Multiple sclerosis (MS) has a wide range of physiological and neuropsychological
symptoms. Over 75% of MS patients complain about fatigue, which for many is one of their most
debilitating symptoms, having a substantial impact on their quality of life and ability to carry out dayto-day tasks. Previous investigations on the effectiveness of different types of psychotherapy on MS
fatigue are extremely limited. The aim of this study was to investigate the efficacy of Cognitive
Behavioral Therapy (CBT) as a therapy for MS fatigue.
Method: By using convenient sampling, 22 patients with fatigue symptoms (score of ≥5 on Fatigue
Scale) were randomly assigned into experimental (n=11) and control (n=11) groups. The subjects in
the experimental group attended eight 50-minute sessions of weekly CBT based on van Kessel’s model,
whereas the patients in the control group attended in eight 50-minute weekly sessions of relaxation
training. All the subjects completed the fatigue scale at the end of the therapy and 12 weeks followup.
Results: Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) data indicated that the CBT group reported greater
reductions in fatigue symptoms. This is while the fatigue scores of both groups were decreased. Fatigue
scores of the experimental group were significantly reduced in the follow-up assessment.
Conclusion: Results indicated that cognitive behavioral therapy appears to be a clinically effective
treatment for fatigue in MS patients and could be implemented as a complementary therapy for MS
patients in order to promote their quality of life.
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Introduction
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a chronic demyelinating disease of the central nervous system
and is broadly known as a common neurologic complication in humans [1]. It is estimated
that over 2.5 million people are suffering from this ailment all around the world [2] and it
has been reported that at least 20,000 sufferers live in Iran [3]. It is more prevalent among
females, especially within the ages of 20 to 40[4, 5]. The cause has not yet been detected
and no definite treatment has been found; however, pharmacological treatments exhibited
some success in the reduction of intensity and recurrence of this disease [6, 7].
MS represents a wide range of symptoms such as muscle pain and cramp, insentience,
sensory problems, vision complications, cognitive disorders, excretory problems, speech
disabilities, pain, and fatigue [8, 9]. Actually, 76-97% of the sufferers complain about fatigue
[10-13]. What causes fatigue, as one of the most unbearable symptoms, in MS-sufferers has
remained a question [14]. Approximately 65% of sufferers mentioned fatigue-related
symptoms as one of the three most harassing aspects of their case [15] with a profound
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side effect on their life quality and daily performance
[11,16,17]. Fatigue interferes with the patients’ daily
activities, causing numerous troubles in occupational,
educational, economic, recreational, and family areas,
which ultimately narrows down their communications and
threatens their mental health [18, 19].
Clinical endeavors have experimented with various
treatments for the fatigue caused by MS. Some success
has been reported on pharmacological treatments, which
were most optimistically partly effective [20-27]. In
contrast, there were reports on ineffectiveness of
medication on MS-caused fatigue [22, 28]. Given the
ineffectiveness or partial success of medical treatments,
very few studies have been performed on the adoption of
non-pharmacological treatments to ameliorate MS
fatigue [29]. Some studies indicate the integrating effect
of medication and exercise [30] or energy management
[31] to successfully reduce MS fatigue symptoms. In this
regard, the treatments based upon physical activity and
exercise have yielded rather promising results [32, 33].
However, these findings are extremely limited and very
few follow-up studies have been conducted. Moreover,
sparse data exist on the effectiveness of psychotherapies
to reduce MS fatigue. Some studies reported that
psychotherapies such as relaxation and cognitive
behavioral therapy may exert positive and rather
consistent influence to decrease the level of fatigue in MS
sufferers [34-36]. Nonetheless, these studies mostly
focused on behavioral aspects such as energy storage and
exercise and neglected cognitive dimensions, leading to
appearance of controversial results [37].
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) was originally
outlined as a therapy for mood and affective disorders
such as depression and anxiety [38]. It has been, however,
considered recently as a method of curing symptoms (e.g.
pain) of chronic diseases [39-40] and improving the
mental status and social functions of sufferers [41].
CBT is based upon the principle that physical,
behavioral, cognitive, and affective responses and
functions interact with one another with mutual effects.
Therefore, any change in each of these aspects might
bring about variations in functions and responses of ones.
A cognitive behavioral therapist makes a client aware of
how body is influenced by contents of beliefs and
cognition and helps them make some changes in other
systems (e.g. affective and physical responses) through
management of cognitions and behaviors [42]. Previously
reported studies confirmed the effectiveness of CBT on
amelioration of complications conjugated with MS such
as depression [43-46], anxiety [47,48], adjustment
disorders [49,50], and severity of symptoms [44].
Given the wide prevalence and numerous complications
caused by MS, it is very important to adopt therapies
capable of consistently controlling the symptoms.
Development of non-pharmacological treatments, e.g.
psychotherapy, is unquestionably important due to
extensive complaints about MS-caused fatigue and
contradictory findings on the effectiveness of
pharmacological-based treatments. In this regard, van
Kessel et al. [35] developed individual CBT in which clients
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are taught how to recognize negative thoughts and
incorrect cognitions exacerbating physical symptoms
rather than focusing on symptoms caused by the disease.
The model investigates primary physical symptoms of MS
to cause fatigue. How a patient determines these
symptoms from a cognitive approach may lead to
affective and behavioral responses, which can in turn
exacerbate fatigue-related symptoms. Therapy process in
this model, thus, aids patients to manage fatigue-related
anxiety and physical symptoms by incorporating assisting
thoughts and managing cognitions [51].
Since very limited investigations have been devoted to
scrutinize the effectiveness of cognitive/behavioral
interventions on MS fatigue and also the given results are
rudimentary, contradictory, and without follow-up studies
[51-54], the present study aimed to explore the
effectiveness of CBT in the amelioration of MS fatigue by
using the model proposed by van Kessel [51]. The results
of this study may greatly contribute to improve the
physical status, mental health, and personal-social
efficiency of MS sufferers.

Method
The present study is a quasi-experimental, pretestposttest, and control group investigation. Statistical
population consists of all MS sufferers of Tehran. The
study sample (n=22) were selected among the clients of
private offices through convenient sampling. The subjects
met the following criteria:
1. Diagnosis of MS by a neurologist which
incorporate clinical features with magnetic
resonance scanning.
2. Being within normal or average dysfunction and
excluding those scoring ≤6 in the Expanded
Disability Status Scale (EDSS);
3. Being identified as a case level of fatigue; fatigue
score of 4 or greater on the Fatigue Scale (FS); and
4. Willingness to abstain from any new psychological
or pharmacological treatment during the duration
of the study; Patients established on betainterferon treatments for longer than 3 months
were included in this study.
5.
Patients with any serious psychological disorders
(including psychotic disorders or active substance
abuse), or those with any chronic illness that may
be contributing to fatigue were excluded.
Following in person explanations regarding the purpose
of the study and obtaining their consent, the subjects
were randomly assigned into experimental (n=11, 3 males
and 8 females) and control (n=11, 4 males and 7 females)
groups. The experimental group was subjected to weekly
CBT sessions for 8 weeks. The control group attended
relaxation sessions with identical duration and structure in
order to control the influence of therapist’s support 0in
the experimental group.
CBT was designed on the basis of van Kessel’s model
[51]. The main objective of this treatment was challenging
all external factors (e.g. behavioral, cognitive, and affective
factors) envisioned to play a role in the development and
persistence of fatigue in MS patients. The treatment
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sessions were directed individually. Table 1 presents a
summary of the sessions. In the first and second sessions,
participants learned about fatigue-related symptoms as
well as CBT and its effectiveness. The third and fourth
sessions were devoted on the introduction of behavioral
strategies. The fifth session introduced cognitive
strategies to decrease fatigue. The last three sessions were
about how to adopt the proposed strategies consistently.
The structure of sessions in terms of duration and order
were identical for the control group. The subjects of
control group attended eight sessions focusing on
treatment based on relaxation (adoption of diaphragm
muscles, progressive muscle relaxation, visualization,
symptom-based relaxation, and fast relaxation). In order
to evoke cooperation and motivation to continue the
treatment, the first session was devoted to the logic of
relaxation-based treatment and its effectiveness on MS
fatigue; the control subjects were told that stress may
exacerbate and prolong the symptoms of MS fatigue and

relaxation-based treatment based on stress management
provides a basis to neutralize adverse effects of MS
fatigue. During the sessions on relaxation-based
treatment, no advice regarding how to control fatigue
symptoms, sleep and rest timing, daily activity scheduling,
and adoption of fatigue-reducing cognitive strategies
were given to the subjects. Following the first session on
presenting the logic of treatment and teaching how to use
diaphragm breathing, the educated techniques were
reviewed and new procedures were taught on how to use
relaxation methods in the remaining sessions. After each
session, the clients were asked to practice using already
taught technique(s).
In order to measure the effectiveness of treatment, the
subjects of both groups completed FS after the eight
sessions again. Furthermore, the subjects recompleted FS
twelve weeks after the termination of intervention course
in order to determine the persistence of the given
treatment.

Table 1. Summary of CBT sessions [51]
No.

Subject

Description

MS fatigue explained

Overview of what causes MS fatigue. Explanation of cognitive behavioral
model for MS fatigue. Assessment of individual symptoms, behavior,
cognitive, emotional responses, and external factors

CBT for MS fatigue

Introduction of treatment rationale, which includes an explanation of CBT
and how it relates to MS fatigue
Participants are asked to keep daily diaries of their levels of activity, rest, and
fatigue

Activity scheduling

Levels of activity, rest, and fatigue are reviewed. Information is given of how
patterns of rest and activity or over-activity affect the body and fatigue.
Importance of consistency in activity and rest is outlined, and benefits of
moderate physical exercise is discussed.
Participants are encouraged to set goals to improve levels of resting, activity,
and exercise

Sleep improvement

Information is provided on how sleeping too much or too little can impact on
fatigue, and behavioral techniques (basic sleep hygiene) which can help
change this are discussed, e.g., having a set bed/ waking times, avoiding
caffeine before bedtime, getting up if lying awake in bed for longer than 20
min. Participants are encouraged to set goals for improving sleep.

Fifth session

Understanding
MS symptoms

The concepts of symptom focusing and symptom attribution are introduced,
and how these can have an impact on MS fatigue.
Alternative explanations of somatic symptoms are discussed, and participants
are encouraged to keep a record of somatic symptoms and to try and come
up with alternative explanations

Sixth session

Changing the way of
thinking

The concept of negative thoughts is introduced, and how this can impact on
fatigue and mood. Participants are asked to keep daily thought records of
unhelpful thoughts and to try and come up with alternative thoughts.

Seventh
session

Stress management,
controlling emotions,
and adaptation

Managing stress, determining a sense of control and coping with emotions.
Basic stress management and coping with emotions is discussed. Participants
are encouraged to set goals for stress management and practicing alternative
ways to manage their emotions

Social support and
preparing for the
future

The importance of social support for MS patients is discussed, and
participants’ personal support systems are reviewed.
Participants are encouraged to continue to employ the skills they have learnt
throughout the manual to manage their fatigue

First session

Second session

Third session

Fourth session

Eighth session
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(RRMS), with female subjects being slightly more than
male subjects. Table 3 represents descriptive data related
to age of the subjects, duration of being affected, EDSS
scores, and FS scores in pretest, posttest, and follow-up
test in experimental and control groups.

Results
The demographic data including gender, marital status,
and type of disease related to both experimental and
control groups are summarized in Table 2.
According to Table 2, the majority of the participants in
the present study suffer from Relapsing-Remitting MS

Table 2. Demographic data of experimental and control groups.
Experimental group
Control group
Gender
Marital
status
Disease

Female
Male
Married
Unmarried
Relapsing-remitting
Progressing
Minor symptoms

Percentage

Frequency

Percentage

Frequency

Percentage

8
3
8
3
9
2
0

72.72
27.28
72.72
27.28
81.81
18.19
0

7
4
9
2
8
2
1

63.63
36.37
81.81
18.19
72.72
18.19
9.09

15
7
17
5
16
5
1

68.19
31.81
72.28
27.72
72.72
22.73
4.55

Table 3. Descriptive data of experimental and control groups.
Experimental group
Age (years old)
Duration of being affected (years)
EDSS score
Pretest
FS score
Posttest
Follow-up

Total

Frequency

Control group

Average

SD

Average

SD

43
5.98
3.01
20.90
8.54
10.09

9.45
4.08
1.54
3.17
2.42
3.41

48.50
6.33
3.12
20.54
11.45
14.90

9.29
4.42
1.70
3.58
4.00
3.78

As it can be seen in Table 3, the control group scored
slightly higher than the experimental group in the
duration of being affected (t=0.25) and EDSS (t=0.19)
although the differences were found to be insignificant
(p>0.05). Therefore, these two groups are homogenous in
terms of these two factors.
In addition, according to Table 2, FS scores in both
groups decreased after CBT and relaxation; however, in
the follow-up study, the average scores of both groups
increased compared to the scores of posttest.
In order to determine the effectiveness of CBT on

amelioration of MS fatigue in the subjects, Analysis of
Covariance (ANCOVA) was adopted. Before running the
ANCOVA, the required preconditions were controlled.
Normal distribution of data regarding dependent
variables (posttest and follow-up) and equality of
variances were confirmed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
and Levene's test, respectively. Table 4 presents the
results obtained from ANCOVA to determine the
effectiveness of CBT on amelioration of MS fatigue in the
subjects of the present study.

Table 4. The results of Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) to determine the effectiveness of CBT on amelioration of MS fatigue after
adjusting the effect of pretest scores
Source
Sum of squares
df
Mean square
F
Sig.
Partial Eta Squared
Pretest
140.80
1
140.80
34.01
0.000
0.642
Group
55.92
1
55.92
13.51
0.002
0.416
Error
78.64
19
4.13
Total
2466
22

The results revealed that after eliminating the effect of
pretest, there is significant difference between
experimental and control groups (F=13.51; p<0.01) and
the effect of intervention was found to be high (η2=0.416)
[55]. Therefore, it can be concluded that CBT had a
favorable effect to reduce MS fatigue symptoms.

Afterwards, ANCOVA was adopted in order to
determine the persistence of effectiveness of CBT on
amelioration of MS fatigue. After eliminating the effect of
posttest, FS scores were compared between experimental
and control groups (Table 5).

Table 5. The results of Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) to determine the effectiveness of CBT on amelioration of MS fatigue after
adjusting the effect of posttest scores
Source
Sum of squares
df
Mean square
F
Sig.
Partial Eta Squared
Pretest
173.10
1
173.10
37.93
0.000
0.666
Group
22.65
1
22.65
4.96
0.038
0.207
Error
92.28
19
4.85
Total
3982
22
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According to Table 5, the results obtained from
ANCOVA confirm the significant difference in follow-up
scores between experimental and control groups (F=4.96;
p<0.05). Also, the effect of its persistence was found to be
moderate (η2=0.207) [55]. It can, therefore, be concluded
that CBT had a persistent effect on the amelioration of MS
fatigue.
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precious cooperation in introducing target patients. We
are also grateful to the Iranian MS Community for their
collaboration. Last but not least, we appreciate the
priceless cooperation of the patients in this study.
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